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Pilliga coal seam gas operation
to continue despite damage to
aquifer
NSW says it will not bow to pressure to halt gas
operations after Santos was fined $1,500 for
contaminating groundwater
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Coal seam gas protesters gather in Sydney in 2011. Photograph:
Wilderness Society/Sarhn McArthur/AAP
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The New South Wales government has said it will not
bow to pressure from farmers and environmentalists
to halt coal seam gas operations, after Santos was
fined for contaminating a groundwater aquifer.
Santos, a coal seam gas company, was fined $1,500
by the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
due to leaks from its storage ponds.
Groundwater testing showed elevated levels of
arsenic, lead and uranium, although Santos disputes
that an aquifer was contaminated, instead calling the
area a “shallow perched layer” that could not sustain
domestic or irrigation supplies.
Farmers and environmentalists say the fine is
evidence that coal seam gas operations in the Pilliga
forest in northwest NSW should be banned. NSW
Labor has called on the state government to tear up a
memorandum of understanding with Santos to fast
track the project – an agreement signed shortly after
the EPA sanction.
A NSW government spokesman said this agreement
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will run its course as it sets out a number of
processes the project needs to meet before it take
place.
Coonamble farmer Mark Robinson, who travelled to
Sydney on Monday to lobby the government, told
Guardian Australia that the contamination was his
“worst nightmare”.
“Santos say the toxins are naturally occurring, but so
what? Why would you release that and poison the
aquifer?” he said.
“That area of NSW is having its worst drought on
record. We’re coming up to two years since there was
rain of 20mm or more. The dams have dried up. That
means graziers and farmers are totally, 100% reliant
on groundwater systems.
“I think anyone who understands how important this
water is to jobs, farms and towns in this area, an area
which is a large food producing ground, will know that
a company’s quick profit on an Asian boom has to
come second.”
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Robinson, along with his wife Cherie, is due to face
court on 25 March after disrupting initial drilling work
by Santos.
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“The $1,500 fine Santos got was little more than a
traffic fine, we’ll probably be paying more than that for
protecting our farm and our water,” Robinson said.

4. Did Nasa fund 'civilisation collapse'
study, or not?

“Farmers in our 50s have had to become serious
activists to get the state government to help us
protect our homes and the nation’s food bowl. It’s
crazy, I have to pinch myself that it’s happening.”
Drew Hutton, president of the anticoal seam gas
group Lock the Gate, said: “Gas fracking giant Santos
has a long tragic history of failure in the Pilliga. The
wastewater dam that caused this pollution seems to
have been leaking continuously since 2007, and it is
still being used by Santos. The company simply
doesn’t know how to deal with the toxic waste it
creates.
“Deputy premier Andrew Stoner fasttracked Santos’s
plans for the region just two days after they were
fined for poisoning the aquifer. Premier Barry O’Farrell
should now fasttrack an end to this dangerous
industry in NSW, and kick Santos out of the Pilliga
immediately.”
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cosmiczorro

5

11 March 2014 12:41am

This is another example of the offset of corporate responsibility to the social arena.
People have limits to threats, to their livelihoods and children's future, that they will
endure.
There are many internal conflicts around the world due to such offsets (eg
Movement for the Emancipation of the Nigerian Delta) and as people lives are
impacted more and more the situation can only get worse here.
Surely there is enough evidence around the world and in this case alone to convince
any sensible person in, say, the position of Environment Minister, to put at least a
pause on fracking.
.....any sensible person......

cosmiczorro

cosmiczorro

11 March 2014 12:44am

apologies - MEND = Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta

CAJStuart
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11 March 2014 1:14am

This is the horrible worst-case scenario people feared from CSG mining - poisoning
aquifers with heavy metals. Defenders of CSG said all the safeguards put in place
by the industry would prevent this happening, but of course they have failed. The
govt needs to tear up this agreement in the interests of food and farming, and the
environment.

scott333

2

11 March 2014 1:29am

The miners have all the political parties apart from the Greens in their back pocket.
Santos will deny deny deny and try and bully the population with corporate spin .
The so called pending gas shortage in NSW is nothing of the kind just the greedy
coal seam gas extractors looking to profit by sending Aussie Gas offshore.
Time for these vandals to Fruck OFF..

BrandonMP

1

11 March 2014 1:37am

I'm always amazed at how the Green's clearly have the farmer's best interests at
heart, yet the farmers are essentially shackled to the political party that will always
work against them.

Wilywise
11 March 2014 5:52am

Your right BrandonMP , the farmers and the Greens both want the same thing
except you mention the word "Green" at a farmers conference , and you will be
shunned , ignored , or thrown out!
Amazing!
Such is the brainwashing that the media,Nationals / Liberals have subjected farmers
to over generation's , due to them having few sources of information , and ALL of
those sources saying Greens are " irrelevant" ( Tony Abbott last week) , "are
hypocrites; that they are bad for the nation" ( The Australian) It is an example of
Group Think , tribalism , and fear of being isolated ,that the farmers still have the
same attitude towards a group so dedicated to helping the planet , and that , they
the farmers will suffer the most with the impending ecological disaster.
Truly one of Australia's great tragedies, and lost opportunities.
Wily
PS , say your a farmer at a Greens meeting and you will be a Star , go figure!
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